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1. raise expectations

Sonnemeier, McSheehan, and Jorgensen (2005)
a multi-year case study: Jay (10 years old), autism
• seen as having an “18-24 months” academic
level before the study
• receptive language “below the first percentile” for his age
Treatment:
• augmentative communication, technology, curriculum
adaptations, teaching strategies, & personal supports (e.g., peer
assistance)
• an “immersion approach” with Jay’s voice output communication
aid
– all of the students were given the same overlay to use during
class activities
– the classroom teacher used an enlarged copy of the core
vocabulary overlay during whole class instruction & used the
VOCA and/or paper overlays to provide modeling,
restatements, etc.
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2. use indirect
communication
strategies

indirect communication:
a tool for connecting, supporting, & listening
• singing or using rhythmic
language
• toy microphone or
megaphone
• costumes or hats
• puppets
• gestures instead of words
• other languages
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3. give choices
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move beyond snack time
• What do you want to do first?
• Should Ms. DiPerna read one chapter or two
chapters?
• Do you want to sit on the floor on the chair?
• Do you want to work with Charles, Ryn, Willa or Gabe?
• Do you want to stop working now or in 5 minutes?
• Do you want red paper or green paper?
• Should we be silly or serious?
• Should I read this with my frog voice or with my kitty voice?
• Should Jessa use the iPad or the computer?
• Should Mr. O’Dell teach this vocabulary word by acting it
out, drawing it or by singing a song about it?
• Do you want to start your assignment or be “off task” and
aimlessly wander the hallway with Brent for five minutes?

There’s an app for that!
•
•
•
•
•

Picture Card Maker PLUS
Choiceworks
Touch Choice LITE
My Choice Board
Choice Board Creator

errorless choice making:
say-it spinner
[Kluth & Danaher- From Tutor Scripts to Talking Sticks]
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4. incorporate
visuals
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projected directions
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signs & gestures:
helpful for all learners in the
inclusive classroom

www.aslpro.com

5. use AAC with all
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“Clickety Clack, Clickety Clack”AAC in the Kindergarten classroom

an immersion approach to AAC:
-raises the “status” of the technology
-moves AAC from the margins to the center
-provides opportunities to see & use systems

whole-class response cards
Udvari-Solner & Kluth (2007). Joyful learning. Corwin Press.

pulley
wedge

Using dry erase boards is a great way to
get 100% participation, but rapid writing
is difficult for some. Whole-class cards
may work better in a diverse classroom.
directions
• To make cards for one lesson
(pulley/lever/wedge) you can use scrap
paper but if you are going to use the
cards repeatedly (yes/no; +/-) across
several lessons, then you may want to
use laminated cardstock.
• Be sure the cards are clearly legible
from the front of the room.
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www.goformative.com

community communicators
Kluth, P. & Danaher, S. (2013). From text maps to memory caps. Brookes.

• Typically only some students
access single-message
buttons/switches.
• Design a set related to a
lesson/activity so all learners can
collaborate & learn about AAC.
• Buttons can be used for:
• readers theater
• poetry/poems for two voice
• fact practice
• loop games; and
• self-correcting quizzes.

6. encourage
chit-chat
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ideas for “getting them talking”
Udvari-Solner, A. & Kluth, P. (2007). Joyful learning. Corwin Press.

• trios
• turn & talk
• notes share & compare
• whip
• ____ of the day
• loop games

7. add some
active learning
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talking sticks
Kluth & Danaher From Tutor Scripts to Talking Sticks

• With stick in hand, begin
wandering around the room.
• Find a partner and ask them the
question on your stick.
• Then, have them ask you the
question on their stick.
• When you are finished, thank
your partner, switch sticks, and
move to a new partner.

hot potato
• Play the music.
• Tell students to pass the “potato” as quickly as
possible.
• To add fun, ask them to occasionally reverse
directions.
• When the music stops, the person with the potato
has to name ______ (favorite color, something that
rhymes with “shark”, a polygon, a prime number, an
idea for preparing for upcoming test).

8. look to low-tech
supports
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communication quip keychain
Kluth, P. & Danaher, S. (2013). From text maps to memory caps. Brookes.

tap-light indicator
Kluth, P. & Danaher, S. (2013). From text maps to memory caps. Brookes.

• For students who do
not have a way to
indicate “I want to
say something”
• A tap light is quiet &
can be used
indendently by some
• Light can let the
teacher know, “I
have something to
share.”

story kits
Kluth & Chandler-Olcott, K. (2007). A land we can share: Teaching literacy to students with
autism. Brookes.

•Use to remind students to cover elements in a retelling
•Use to give students a choice of writing topics
•Use as an adaptation for those w/o reliable communication
(“What should we write about next?)
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9. get clever with
questions

planted questions
• add humor
• emphasize key points
• provide a role for students who would not
otherwise have a way to participate (“plant” a
question on a student’s or communication
board)
• key questions can repeat; hit those standards

10. understand
echolalia
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How about echolalia?

Realize that echolalia:
•
•
•
•

is not a behavior problem
is likely evidence of movement disturbance
can be frustrating for the person
can also be useful/functional

Diane Bayer (2008) reports that her son, Jacob uses the
same phrases and words consistently to effectively
communicate needs and wants. “Elephant” means Jacob
is very angry. “Little blue engine please help us” means
he needs support. And “Birthday party! Toot! Toot!” is
Jacob’s way of communicating that he would rather be
having fun at a party instead of doing what he is doing.
Translating these phrases from “Jacobspeak” is one way
Bayer helps her son (and his communication partners)
interact and understand one another.

How can I be a better communication partner for
someone with this problem?
Kluth, P. (2010)“You’re going to love this kid”. Brookes.
support idea

description

reassure the
speaker

acknowledge their difficulties; let them know you are working to
understand

whisper

some students script when the situation is chaotic; whispering may
help them hear and, therefore, understand

go to the
movies

explore the meanings of common expressions and respond
appropriately

make a key

create a key to help others decipher expressions that are used on a
regular basis (what the phrase might mean; how to respond)

switch to
writing/AAC

may help the person become ‘unstuck’; can help teach new skills and
support literacy skills

practice scripts

introduce students to simple scripts they can use in common situations; give
meaningful opportunities for practice
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This content from this workshop
comes primarily from these three
resources:

www.differentiationdaily.com
www.paulakluth.com
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